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follow, and to understand the measurement of the
divisions. Drawing by the pupil is to come later, when
the child has been taught to understand and to practise
the simplest notions of geometry; then he is to proceed
to writing. Writing is to be taught very gradually, first
parts of letters, then single letters, then complexes of
letters formed into words. The third branch of elemen-
tary teaching is number. It has this advantage. Sound
and form map sometimes be inaccurate and lead to mis-
conception, but number never can do this. The results
it leads to are always certain and unassailable, and
therefore it is one of the most important means of
education. Reckoning, in its simplest form, is the putting
together or the separation of unities: one and one makes
two, one from two leaves one. Teach this by the use of
natural objects, stones, or pease. It is possible also
to bring form and number into harmony by the use of
reckoning-tables.
Beyond these simple parts of instruction—reading,
writing, and arithmetic—Pestalozzi does not go ; but
there is no doubt that his influence over education was
enormous. Poor, and without learning, he tried to
reform the science of the w«orld. He was enthusiastically
supported and scornfully abused. His place amongst
educationalists is now no longer a matter of doubt, and
it has grown year by year since his death. His methods
of teaching words, forms, and numbers were accepted.
Speaking was taught by pictures, arithmetic was reformed;
methods of geometry, of natural history, of geography,
of singing and drawing were composed after Pestalozzi's
eKample. Still greater was the influence which he
exerted over the general theory and practice of education.
It is due to him that we have accepted as a truth that
the foundation of education lies in the development of
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